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Wings out West 2020 
 

Setting up your SPOT or DeLorme/Garmin 
Inreach 

 

At WoW 20 the use of  SPOT or Garmin Inreach GPS trackers (or similar) is mandatory. This 

is for your safety. Before launching you must turn on Tracking before you launch. 

 

So we can access your tracking coordinates – in the event you have landed, are unconscious 

and unable to send a spot help message, it is mandatory that your SPOT or Garmin Inreach 

tracker code is added to the Highcloud Pilot Location register.  You can do this by emailing, 

Rob Couper at couper.rob@gmail.com  and sending him either your; 

 
SPOT : only the last part of the link, e.g. “0z2mlGlCC6zkdo4yCMp1VbraiaPb5YfHY” (after = 

sign) 

Garmin/Inreach :  only the last part of the link, e.g. JoeBlogs” 

 

and your name and HGFA #.  Before doing so, please check that you are not already on the 

Highcloud register by going to; http://highcloud.net/spot/  

 

And because the SPOT website is so confusing, here are specific instructions to find the 

code, - possibly only works on desktop. 

 log into SPOT, top of page click share, 

 below next to the name you gave your SPOT, click view details, 

 click share, click URL, then copy the end of the URL (after the = sign). 
 

 

mailto:Highcloud%20Pilot%20Location%20register.
mailto:couper.rob@gmail.com
http://highcloud.net/spot/
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WoW Competition Profile 

A very high priority for the WoW 2020 Safety Committee is to ensure we always know 

where you are while in the air, but more importantly where you are on the ground. This 

gives you the confidence to concentrate on flying!!  This is a priority at WoW 2020 given 

there may be much less mobile coverage on the ground than what you are used to. 

We do need to ensure that each of your GPS Trackers have been set-up in a certain way for 

this to work seamlessly. Not hard, just a couple of little quirky needs.  It allows the people 

who are looking after your safety to see you message in their phone preview screen on the 

run.  If they see an A or B message they will be happy.  If they see a C message then they will 

drop everything to come to you assistance. Read on. 

5 Steps for you. 

1. Ensure your ‘Device Name’ only uses less than 5 characters that still lets me know 

who you are (can just be for the period of WoW 2020) e.g. PhilM, JohnB etc 

2. Create a new ‘Profile’, name it “WoW”. You don’t need to activate this profile until 

WoW 2020, but since the SPOT phone app is pretty unfriendly we suggest you do 

this on your desktop/laptop. 

3. Set up the ‘Check in’ message by deleting all of the default message and replacing it  

with the letter A only. No other message text is needed please. 

 

You can have any other contacts on each message but ensure you have set up 

 SMS to the Competition Director (+61-419285802), Launch Director (+61-

439641049) (see Competition Handbook for these numbers also). SMS 

numbers should look like +61-439641049 when completed. 

 You can add the retrieve drivers’ SMS numbers later when these are 

published. 

 Always a good idea to add your own SMS number so you can check that your 

message was sent. 

 

4. Set up the ‘Custom’ message by deleting all of the default message and replacing it 

only with the letter B only. No other message text is needed please. 

tel:+61%20439%20641%20049
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Set up an email address and SMS as above. 

5. Set up the ‘Help/SPOT S.O.V (or Garmin equivalent) by deleting all of the default 

message and replacing it only with the letter C only. No other message text is 

needed please. 

Set up an email address and SMS as above. 

In a nutshell, the GPS Tracker provides the Device name, location and time info etc before it 

moves onto the message. Hence, by using A, B or C for each of the 3 different transmission 

options you have in the field (not the SOS button), will keep our messages shorter, 

standardises the messages and we will see your entire message in our phone preview 

screen. For WoW 2020, we have decided the A, B, C messages will mean the following; 

A = I have landed OK. These are my location co-ordinates and I will walk to the 

retrieve route. 

B = I have landed safely and have been retrieved. 

C = I have landed but am in trouble and require assistance. 

 


